
IN LOVE

WITH CURLS!

LINUM & SALVIA HISPANICA 

SEED EXTRACT



It nourishes the hair fibre intensely, 
    leaving curls soft and shiny.

     It reduces frizz effect and defines 
     every type of curl, enhancing 
     the natural shape.

Curly hair tends to get dry 
and frizzy more easily.
Due to a lack of moisture in the external layer of the hair structure, 
the cuticle becomes rough and swells, creating the very stubborn frizz effect. 

For perfect curls that always look healthy the Selective Professional 
Research and Development laboratories have created 
a professional treatment to nourish and define curly hair.



The result is 
immediate and the 
curls are perfect.

� VOLUME 
   under control

� NUTRITION 
   anti-frizz effect

� DEFINITION
   it reactivates the natural 
   shape of the curls 

� ELASTICITY 
   extreme for 
   perfect styling
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The distinctive extract 

of the  line, 

linseed and chia seed,  
boosts the effectiveness of the formula,

 it moisturizes the hair without weighing it down, 
and gently helps to detangle the hair while lending 

curls instant shine, 
elasticity and softness.

LINSEED

regenerates curly, frizzy, dry, 

damaged and dull hair 

leaving it soft and shiny

CHIA SEED

protects from dehydration and preserves 

the natural hydration of the hair 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL AGENTS 

with conditioning, film-forming 
and volumizing properties

FLEXIBLE POLYMERS 
give energy, support and long lasting volume



Shampoo for curly hair 275/1000 ml 

Curl Lover Shampoo delicately cleanses 

and defines the curls eliminating frizz.
It gives brilliant shine to curly and wavy hair, making it soft 

and light, without altering the texture.

Conditioner for curly hair 275/1000 ml 

Curl Lover Conditioner nourishes, 

defines and tames curly hair without 
weighing it down, making it soft, light, 
elastic and full of volume.
It detangles even the most stubborn of hair.

Technical Team Advice: 

finish off the treatment with Curl Lover 
Eco-Mousse for better defined curls.

Eco-Mousse revives curls 150 ml 

Curl Lover Eco-Mousse redefines curls, 
lending them elasticity and eliminating 
the frizz effect.
It moisturizes the hair giving to all types of curly hair 

elasticity, body and volume without weighing it down. 

Technical Team Advice: 

use daily on dry hair too, to revive curls 

reactivate styling and eliminate frizz.



BEFORE AFTER

100% hydration and nutrition 

 0 frizz effect

+ softness and elasticity





selectiveprofessional.com
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